In order to make non-linear finite element analyses applicable during assessment of the global resistance of large concrete structures, there is need for a solution strategy with a low modelling uncertainty. A solution strategy comprises choices regarding force equilibrium, kinematic compatibility and constitutive relations. Relatively large solid finite elements and a fully triaxial material model for concrete were used in the present work. Bayesian inference was applied to results from 38 benchmark analyses. The results indicated that the modelling uncertainty could be represented as a log-normally distributed random variable with mean 1.10 and standard deviation of 0.12. A new method for characterizing the failure mode was developed. The results indicated that the physical uncertainties influenced the estimated parameters of the modelling uncertainty, and that this should be considered when other uncertainties are included in a reliability assessment.
Introduction
The design of large concrete shell structures like dams and offshore oil and gas platforms is normally based on global linear finite element analyses. This allows for using the principle of superpositioning in order to handle the vast number of design load combinations [1, 2] . For such large shell structures it is important to perform global analyses due to the interaction between global and local load effects. Solid elements are normally used due to the required accuracy in structural joints, and the elements are large compared to the sectional dimensions.
In order to better take into account the real physical behaviour of reinforced concrete, non-linear finite element analyses (NLFEA) could be carried out. The results of such analyses are global in nature due to all sections contributing to the load carrying capacity [3, 4] . Due to the global nature of NLFEA, ence from the physical uncertainties on the modelling uncertainty. The results indicate that the modelling uncertainty includes contributions from the physical uncertainties, and that this should be considered when other uncertainties are included in a reliability assessment. The physical uncertainties are related to the measured strength and deformation properties of concrete and reinforcement. The physical uncertainties of concrete and reinforcement on material level is studied by several authors, e.g. Rackwitz [16] , and a summary of the results is found in the Probabilistic Model Code [17] . The variation of material properties can be studied on several hierarchical levels and can be quantified in terms of the uncertain mean of the gross supply, the variability of the production line of one producer, the variability within one batch and the mean and standard deviation of the material property in a reference volume. By investigation of such results, it can be seen that the variation of the compressive cylinder strength of concrete, denoted by the coefficient of variation, is in the range of 5-15% depending on the cylinder strength, compared to a value of typically 5% for the yield strength of the reinforcement steel. The correlation between the cylinder strength and other properties of concrete is studied by e.g. Rashid et al. [18] , where the splitting tensile strength of 499 tested specimens was found to vary within a bandwidth of approximately 30-40% when presented as a function of the compressive cylinder strength.
Uncertainties in engineering analyses
Ideally, the physical uncertainty on structural level should be assessed by performing a large number of experiments on nominally equivalent components. However, in reality, only a limited amount of results from repeated experiments are reported, and the results are typically normalized in order to assess the physical uncertainty from a range of experiments. The uncertainty found from such a study would also include a contribution from modelling uncertainty due to the selected normalizing factor. Based on the different uncertainties on material level it is expected that the physical uncertainties on structural level depend on whether the failure mode is governed by the concrete or the reinforcement, and expected to be particularly high if the failure mode is governed by the tensile strength of the concrete. This statement is supported in the work of Ellingwood and Galambos [19] where the resistance of reinforced concrete beams failing in bending is found to have a lower coefficient of variation than beams failing in shear. Figure 1a and 1b show normalized results from experiments with ductile [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] and brittle [25] failure modes respectively. By investigation of the variation, the uncertainty of the ductile failure modes is smaller than the uncertainty of the brittle failure modes. A significant statistical uncertainty is present in the case of the ductile failure modes due to the limited amount of observations collected in the present study.
Modelling uncertainties, or model uncertainties, in engineering analyses are related to model selection and the accuracy of the selected model, and apply to both statistical and mechanical models. Only the contribution from the accuracy of the mechanical model to the modelling uncertainty was considered in the present work. Models in engineering analyses are never right or wrong, but they can be more or less useful for a certain problem if the modelling uncertainty is appropriately accounted for. The accuracy of the mechanical model depends on the approximations in the numerical solution procedure and the mathematical idealization of the problem. According to Ditlevsen [26] the uncertainties related to the mathematical idealization are due to a limitation of the possible infinite number of basic variables to a finite number and idealizations of the mathematical equations, both for pragmatic reasons and due to a lack of detailed knowledge about the variation or the behaviour of the problem at hand. There are aspects that we know that we do not consider in the model, but also features that we do not know, i.e. the unknown unknowns. The modelling uncertainty thus covers implicitly everything that is not explicitly considered in the model.
The modelling uncertainty can be quantified by verification and validation [27] . Verification is related to how the equa- [17] , the modelling uncertainty was defined as the ratio of the experimental to the predicted capacity, Θ = R exp /R NLFEA .
Solution strategy for NLFEA
All of the choices regarding force equilibrium, kinematic compatibility and constitutive relations influence the modelling uncertainty of NLFEA. Collectively, these choices constitute a strategy for obtaining a solution from NLFEA, or short, a solution strategy for NLFEA [2] . For reinforced concrete, the material model for concrete is considered the largest source of modelling uncertainties.
A common way of selecting material models for concrete is to use a uniaxial material model as basis and extend this with additional models that take into account other material effects such as the effects of confinement and lateral cracking. Such an approach can be convenient when the structural effects of different material effects are to be studied, but additional models are normally developed in combination with other complementary models and should not be separated [28] . Alternatively, fully triaxial material models where all material effects are treated, could be used directly. One such fully triaxial material model has been developed by Kotsovos and co-workers since the 1970s and is still subject to improvements [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . In order to make the material model available for practising engineers, it was adapted to a commercial finite element software in the present work. The details are presented in a separate paper [39] . The material model required only one input parameter, the compressive cylinder strength of concrete. A bilinear, elastoplastic model was used for the reinforcement.
Relatively large solid 8-noded finite elements were used for the concrete and the reinforcement was represented by fully bonded embedded reinforcement elements. Due to the size of the concrete elements, the length of the reinforcement elements corresponding to one integration point was typically in the order of magnitude of the expected crack spacing, and the assumption of perfect bond was thus justified. It should be noted that this is a valid approach specially for NLFEA with large finite elements, where the ultimate limit capacity is sought assuming properly anchored reinforcement. If, on the other hand, the crack pattern at the serviceability limit state is to be studied, a 
Characterization of the failure mode
The classical way of characterizing the failure mode of a concrete structure both experimentally and numerically is a matter of subjective judgement. By assessing crack patterns and stress and strain fields at the ultimate limit load, the failure mode can be described as e.g. diagonal tension, shear compression or flexure-compression [40] . Such distinctions are convenient in classical sectional design methods, but have limited applicability to global resistance assessments of large concrete structures where the failure mode could be due to interaction between different sectional forces. For this reason, a more objective characterization to be used in numerical assessments of the failure mode was proposed in the present work.
When a reinforced concrete structure is loaded, cracking of concrete will be initiated at some load level. Upon cracking, the internal forces need to be redistributed. Such redistribution can be associated with the plastic dissipation, i.e. the absorbed nonrecoverable strain energy, in the system. If the load is further increased, cracking can either propagate and stabilize if sufficient reinforcement is provided, or propagate progressively to failure. Eventually, also cracking of the sufficiently reinforced structure will propagate to failure when the global redistribution capacity of the reinforcement is exhausted. Hence, reinforcement provides ductility to the brittle concrete by controlling crack propagation and providing sufficient capacity for redistribution of internal forces. This statement was formulated mathematically according to the following expression, where W pl,tot and W pl,steel are the plastic dissipation of the system and the reinforcement at failure respectively:
The ductility index, X ductility , takes values between 0 and 1, and indicates to which degree the failure mode is governed by the reinforcement, and thus the degree of ductility of the failure mode.
Statistical inference
According to the definition in the Probabilistic Model Code [17] the modelling uncertainty of benchmark analysis i was defined as the ratio of the experimental to the predicted capacity
In order to incorporate the modelling uncertainty in a probabilistic analysis, we need to decide the type and parameters of the probability distribution by statistical inference.
Bayesian data analysis
In Bayesian data analysis both the variable to be modelled and the parameters of the distribution are treated as unknown random variables. The method allows for incorporation of both prior knowledge and observed data, and the statistical uncertainty of the parameters can be estimated from the respective probability distributions. Demonstrations of use can be found in the literature [15, 41, 42] and a thorough treatment of the technique can be found in the work by Gelman et al. [43] . Although not all of the information provided in this section was used in the rest of the paper, it was included for completeness. All the resulting expressions in this section are valid for normally distributed random variables and were adapted from Gelman et al. [43] .
The probability distribution of a normally distributed random variable y is fully described as soon as the mean µ and the variance σ 2 is known. According to Bayes' theorem, the conditional distribution of the mean and variance given a set of n observations y i collected in the array y can be expressed as: 
It can be shown that the posterior predictionỹ can be modelled as a t-distributed random variable with locationȳ, scale s 2 (1 + 1/n) and n − 1 degrees of freedom. A future observation can thus be modelled by (7) where t n-1 is a centrally t-distributed random variable with n − 1 degrees of freedom. For large n the t-distribution approaches the normal distribution.
Inference using a conjugate prior distribution
If prior information exists, this can be included in the prior distribution. One technique that ensures closed form solutions is to select a joint prior distribution of the same form as the likelihood. This is called a conjugate prior distribution. The parameters of the resulting posterior distribution are given in (8) to (11) , where n 0 is the number of samples that forms the basis of the prior knowledge and ν 0 = n 0 − 1 is the prior number of degrees of freedom.
n n = n 0 + n (9)
The expected values and variances are given in (12) to (15) .
Notice how (12) and (14) approach (3) and (5) if no prior information exists.
It can be shown that the posterior predictionỹ can be modelled as a t-distributed random variable with location µ n , scale σ 2 n (1 + 1/n n ) and ν n degrees of freedom. A future observation can thus be modelled by (16) where t ν n is a centrally tdistributed random variable with ν n degrees of freedom.
The probability distribution of the modelling uncertainty
The probability distribution of the modelling uncertainty is generally not known in advance, however, it is suggested to represent it as a log-normally distributed random variable [17] .
The relation between the parameters of a log-normal distribution µ ln and σ ln and the mean and variance of the variable itself are given in (17) and (18), where V = σ/µ is the coefficient of variation.
In order to perform Bayesian inference on a normally distributed random variable, each observation of the modelling uncertainty θ i is assigned to y i . If, on the other hand, the random variable is log-normally distributed, the natural logarithm of each observation ln θ i is assigned to y i . In order to verify the selected distribution type, the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality [44] with the improvements proposed by Royston [45] was applied. A test statistic was calculated and used as input for a hypothesis test where the null-hypothesis stated that the sample was normally distributed. The P-value was calculated and compared to a 5% level of significance.
Quantification of the modelling uncertainty
The global results from 38 benchmark analyses are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 2 . The sample consisted of seven short and five slender walls by Lefas et al. [24] , one beam by Kotsovos [20] , 12 beams by Bresler and Scordelis [40] , two frames by Ernst et al. [46] , two frames by Vecchio and Balopoulou [47] and Vecchio and Emara [48] , one deep beam by Cervenka and Gerstle [49] and eight beams by Jelic et al. Most model predictions were slightly underestimating the experimental capacity, denoted by θ i > 1.0, and the variation was small. The results from the Shapiro-Wilk test on either y i = θ i or y i = ln θ i , i.e. testing for either normality or lognormality, are summarized in Table 2 , where the P-value was compared to a 5% level of significance. The test did not reject that Θ could be represented as a log-normally distributed random variable. The results were confirmed by the probability plots in Figure 3 where the scatter plot is slightly more concen- Figure 4b shows the modelling uncertainty plotted against the ductility index, as defined in section 4, for all the benchmark analyses. Depending on the ductility index, the observations might be grouped in two separate domains: one brittle and one ductile.
Discussion
The level of detail which is needed for the material model depends on the phenomena that are to be studied in the analysis. In the present study, the ultimate limit capacity was sought, and for this application the simple fully triaxial material model [29, 30] was appropriate. The results were supporting the conclusions from Engen et al. [2] advising a shift of the attention from a detailed description of the post-cracking tensile behaviour to a rational description of the pre-cracking compressive behaviour of concrete in analyses where large finite elements are used.
Despite the simple form of the material model and the coarse meshes of linear solid elements, the resulting modelling uncertainty had a low standard deviation, and the mean value close to one indicated a small model bias.
A new method for characterization of the failure mode was presented. The method characterized the failure mode in terms of the ductility index, X ductility , defined as the ratio between the plastic dissipation of the reinforcement and the total plastic dissipation of the system. It was regarded as an advantage of the method that it was objective and unambiguous compared to traditional characterizations based on subjective judgement. This seemed to be particularly relevant for failure modes where the interaction between several sectional forces was governing.
The objective characterization should be complemented by a description of the failure mode, e.g. in terms of the crack pattern, stress and strain contours and displacements.
If all the redistribution, i.e. the plastic dissipation, is assigned to the concrete, the structure is likely to fail in a brittle manner due to the low redistribution capacity of the concrete. The brittle failure modes governed by the concrete have a higher inherent physical uncertainty and are often more difficult to predict with a high accuracy compared to the ductile counterpart of failure modes governed by the reinforcement. The sources for the high inherent uncertainty of the brittle failure modes are the spatial variability and the mean and standard deviation of the material properties within the concrete batch, and the correlation between the cylinder strength and other parameters of the concrete as described in Section 2. Because these variations were not controlled in the uncerlying experiments, they were not considered explicitly in the analyses, thus they were implicitly included in the modelling uncertainty. The modelling uncertainty of the ductile failure modes, on the other hand, would have a lower contribution from physical uncertainties due to the lower physical uncertainties inherent to the reinforcement steel.
This statement serves as a rational explanation to the results from earlier studies of the modelling uncertainty in connection to prediction of the capacity of reinforced concrete [3, 19] . As an indication on the dependency of Θ on the failure mode, the benchmark analyses could be separated in two domains, e.g. a brittle domain for X ductility < 0.6 and a ductile domain for X ductility ≥ 0.6, as shown in Figure 4b . Bayesian inference resulted in µ Θ = 1.14 and σ Θ = 0.14, and µ Θ = 1.04 and σ Θ = 0.05, for the brittle and ductile domain respectively, and the standard deviation of the modelling uncertainty thus got its largest contribution from the brittle domain.
Based on the discussion above, the separation of uncertainties such that a pure modelling uncertainty is obtained is not straight forward and it is reasonable to keep the present definition and note that the estimated modelling uncertainty also includes contributions from the physical uncertainties. With the present definition of the modelling uncertainty, and treating the physical uncertainties on hierarchical levels, the only contribution to the physical uncertainties that should be included in a reliability assessment are those related to the variability of the material supply between different producers. However, reasonable assumptions for the quantification of this variability is beyond the scope of this paper and calls for further research.
If the capacity of a ductile experiment was underestimated, the calculated ductility index would also be underestimated, resulting in a low x ductility,i , a low predicted capacity and a high θ i . This represented a slight weakness of the characterization of the failure mode presented in the present paper. It should be noted that the underestimation could be both due to solving the wrong equations, i.e. inadequate material modelling or geometric idealization, or due to wrong solution of the equations, i.e. inadequate finite element discretization or iterative solution of the non-linear equilibrium equations. On the other hand, if the capacity of a brittle experiment was properly estimated, this resulted in a low x ductility,i and θ i ≈ 1.0, and a high x ductility,i would in all cases indicate that the failure mode is indeed ductile.
In order to perform all the benchmark analyses in a consistent manner, the external load was applied with constant load increments such that the experimental capacity was reached in 30 load steps. This was the main reason for several of the points in Figure 4a and 4b being horizontally aligned. Due to the discretized load application, a higher load could in principle be reached if the load was continuously increased to failure. If several benchmark analyses in reality could have yielded higher capacities, this would influence the estimated parameters of the modelling uncertainty. A resulting theoretical deviation was found to be in the order of magnitude of the statistical uncertainty of the estimated parameters, and was thus not studied further in detail.
Ditlevsen and Madsen [51] note that whatever degree of refinement of the mechanical model, some modelling uncertainty will remain, and at some degree of refinement, the physical and statistical uncertainty will dominate the total uncertainty of the problem. This indicates that a reasonable target for the modelling uncertainty could be in the order of the dominating physical or statistical uncertainty. In the recommendations published by fib [52] it is stated that the coefficient of variation of the modelling uncertainty should be less than 30%. Assuming a target reliability level including sensitivity factors, the global safety factor for modelling uncertainty used in Model Code 2010 corresponds to a coefficient of variation of 5-15% depending on the assumed bias [5] . The coefficient of variation obtained in the present study was thus considered adequate. It should be noted that the resulting modelling uncertainty reported in the present paper is related to one specific solution strategy, i.e. one specific set of choices regarding force equilibrium, kinematic compatibility and constitutive relations. A change of solution strategy is expected to result in different parameters for the modelling uncertainty that need to be quantified.
The modelling uncertainty as treated in the present project can be incorporated in reliability assessments in several ways.
In semi-probabilistic methods, the coefficient of variation can be included in the calculation of the total coefficient of variation following the approach suggested by Schlune et al. [3] or as a separate reduction factor as discussed by e.g. Kadlec and
Cervenka [53] . Θ could be incorporated directly as a basic variable in a procedure based on e.g. a response surface and a first order reliability method as demonstrated by Belletti et al. [12] .
In a full probabilistic method, Θ can be simulated by drawing random samples from a normal, log-normal or a t-distribution depending on which distribution is the most suitable.
Conclusions
Results from a range of benchmark analyses where a fully triaxial material model for concrete and relatively large solid elements were used, showed that the modelling uncertainty could be represented as a log-normally distributed random variable with a mean 1.10 and a standard deviation of 0.12. These results indicate that the global safety factor for modelling uncertainty suggested in Model Code 2010 for numerical models subjected to a high level of validation is valid. The new method for characterizing the failure mode that was developed was successfully applied, and the results indicated that the physical uncertainties influence the estimated parameters of the modelling uncertainty. Because the physical uncertainties related to variation of the concrete compressive strength within and between batches from one producer were not explicitly considered in the NLFEA in the present study, these uncertainties were implicitly included in the estimated modelling uncertainty. With the present definition of the modelling uncertainty, only the physical uncertainties related to the variability of the material supply between different producers should thus be included in a reliability assessment. It is worth noting that all the cases that were studied, relate to laboratory experiments with more or less welldefined boundary and loading conditions. In a real concrete structure, the physical uncertainties might increase e.g. due to inadequate curing conditions or variable quality of workmanship, and the modelling uncertainty might increase due to e.g. idealization of geometry, load application and boundary conditions. In the further work, different possibilities for including the modelling uncertainty in a reliability assessment will be studied. This is considered crucial for obtaining realistic estimates of the design load carrying capacity or the reliability of both new and existing concrete structures.
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